I am looking for two RAs for one of my research projects on the Indian mining/coal sector. They will be compensated through the World Bank in Washington DC. Below are the details.

**Task:** Mainly Excel based data cleaning and manipulation of forty years worth of Indian mining/coal production data. The data entry process has already been conducted, but it has some major structural problems. The job will be to aggregate forty sets of annual data into one consolidated time series which can be used for econometric analysis.

**Qualifications:** Preferably a junior or a senior, who has worked in finance/research/analytics summer internships and is experienced with using Excel, and understands the data needs of econometric analysis

**Commitment:** Up to 40 hours over the month of April. Depends on speed of work.

**Pay:** $20/hour, lump sum payment at the end of the project. The payment will be processed through the World Bank in Washington, DC, where my collaborator is located.

If you know anyone who is interested, please have them contact me via e-mail at rchandra@fas.harvard.edu. Please post this on any forums/listervs/site you think may be relevant. Interested students should respond with an attached CV and brief expression of why they are interested.
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